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Abstract

Web services are used to communicate over internet by many different organizations to achieve their business goals. Web services are used in many areas like software organizations, medical care and banking services by using cloud. Earlier web services used SOAP but now REST have replaced which is used to convey information using HTTP in addition with XML standards. The web services are used by completely different applications to communicate data using cloud. GET, POST, PUT and DELETE methods can be used for these purposes.
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1. Introduction

The paper explores a relatively new approach REST based method to communicate and transfer data from one application to another using cloud platform such as Force.com platform of Salesforce. The SOAP, XML and JSON standards are used to interact with each other over cloud. These services are very cheap and dynamic. The Web services can be implemented in many different architectures and forms as suitable. As REST is light in weight as compared to SOAP and is based on url, many companies have used REST such as Amazon, Yahoo, eBay and Flickr.

The purpose of this paper is to Design & Development of a REST based Web service platform for applications integration on Cloud. This paper is intended to integrate applications on cloud environment to another application on different platform/web server by using RESTful web services. The coding for this purpose is done in Apex language, the propriety language of Salesforce.

2. About Apex Language

It is a strongly type written, developers execute flow and transaction control and management statements as it is object oriented programming language on the Force.com platform. The syntax used by Apex is much like Java and .Net, Apex allows developers to create business logic and, as well building Visualforce pages for designing applications and softwares. Visual force page is very similar to HTML as in traditional Net Beans or Dot Net. Triggers are used to initiate Apex code.

3. Background of Web Services

Cloud Services are now being adopted by many Business organisations and IT enterprises because cloud offers many services to these organisations like SaaS(Software as a Service), PaaS(Platform as a Service), and IaaS(Infrastructure as Service) where these organisations
need not to worry about setting up the whole infrastructure in order to start the company, whatever is needed is offered by these service providers what we call as on-demand services where the client pays for each and every service he uses. When there is no need of the services, the client can stop paying for that specific service. This type of model is called as licensing model, where client pay for each and every license he buys for specific time period. Hence there is no need to purchase the software or infrastructure as needed in traditional architectures.

In Cloud Computing, RESTful services are replacing SOAP based services in communications over cloud and internet. The word form REST stands for representational state transfer, this primarily means every distinctive uniform resource locator could be an illustration of some object. You’ll get the contents of that object by a hypertext transfer protocol GET, you then may use a POST, PUT or DELETE to change the object (in real use most of the services use a POST for this). Therefore REST could be a new way to produce and integrate web services, whose main benefits are: being light-weight, clear and human readable results, simple to create services (no toolkits required). Though REST continues to be generating discussion regarding its implementations, and many different proposals are suggested, it provides enough mechanisms to permit knowledge-representations sharing among heterogeneous intelligent services.

4. Problem Outline

In this paper, the requirement is to integrate the Salesforce, a cloud platform with another application using Web services. The goal of this project is to integrate any application with cloud using web service as a middleware to send data and providing IaaS(Integration as a Service) on demand by the client.

There is no need to setup a VPN connection by the users in cloud computing. The client feels that he is master of the services he is using because service providers integrate these services on the clients side or what we call on-premise systems, between cloud applications and integration between two applications using these web services of cloud.

The Salesforce provides CRM Software-as-a-Service virtually on Cloud.

5. Research Objective

The objective of this project is Design and Development of a REST based Web service platform to integrate Salesforce Objects to Client Application, means they are able to do synchronous communication. In this project, a completely unique way to integrate intelligent Web-services are going to be designed and developed, and therefore the resulting system are going to be deployed within the domain of recommendation.

Some part of the project work has been carried out within the context of Client Application, and has been deployed to integrate a set of applications to create a virtual space to support innovation processes.

This web services platform under SOA promise interoperability benefits which has resulted in a new impetus to SaaS integration on the Cloud. In the Research Objective, the required and desired objectives are identified with some challenges due to the dependence on partner services. The develop platform must meet both the objectives and ready to take all the challenges.

6. Methods and Models Used

The Integration Coding for the proposed modules is done at the Salesforce side using the Apex language.

- It contains a Class that uses the URLs of the Client application which needs to integrated using Web Service.
- This Class actually collects the project object information from Client side and puts the data from Salesforce object to Clients Application.
- Similarly a Class can be developed to update or edit data from Clients Application to Salesforce using a Refresh button.
- A Trigger is used to update or insert in the object of Salesforce which updates Clients Application information immediately.

The Model chosen for coding is MVC. It uses three tier architecture namely Model, View and Controller.

MVC pattern contains below three modules :-

**Model**

sObjects are the model as each entity is related to some sObjects. Salesforce uses these to represent the whole system and schema.

**View**

Visualforce is used to depict the front end to users. It presents the data to users as HTML in traditional .Net or Net beans.

**Controller**

These are the classes that are used to represent the actions when users interact with Visualforce page and trigger an action.
7. Scope of Work

This Salesforce-Application integration provides instant extendibility with synchronous communication and will be based on the service oriented architecture (SOA), which uses RESTful services and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Standard for data transportation or data exchange over cloud using web service, so that data can be transferred in a form that is human readable. The uniform interface in such implementation is obtained through HTTP verbs or methods: POST, GET, PUT and DELETE, which defines a CRUD (Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete) interface for any REST resource. Resources are identified by means of URI's which provide with syntax to build unique identifiers.

The Lifecycle of Web Service implementation typically, would undergo, from the identification of the requirement of the Web Service to the ultimate deployment and usage by the end-users. The phases known to be relevant within the Web Service Implementation Lifecycle are: requirements phase, analysis phase, designing phase, coding phase, testing and deployment phase. In each of the phases, Web Service specific activities are carried out and applied.

Using the REST Framework, the Resources are manipulated by means of representations transfers through a uniform interface addressed by the resource identifier. Each representation has to implement a CRUD interface to achieve the uniform interface required by the REST architecture. HTTP/1.1 protocol defines GET, PUT, POST and DELETE HTTP methods and corresponding CRUD actions in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CRUD</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Creates a new resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET</td>
<td>Retrieve</td>
<td>Retrieve a representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>Update a resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete a resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HTTP status codes as per the HTTP protocol define in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>200 OK</td>
<td>Successful read, update or delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error or Exception Codes</td>
<td>201 Created</td>
<td>Successful create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 Bad Request</td>
<td>Unrecognized or invalid request URL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Conclusion

In this project, an Apex class was developed for Synchronous Web service which is not permitted using Apex triggers. The Apex language is used to do an Integration Coding for the proposed modules at the Salesforce side in this project. It contains a Class that uses the URLs of the Client Application which needs to integrated using Web Service.

- This Class actually collects the project object information from Client Application and puts the data from Salesforce object to Client Application.
- Similarly a Class can be developed to update or edit or send data from Client Application to Salesforce using a Send button or Refresh button.
- A Trigger is used to update or insert in the object of Salesforce which updates Client Application information immediately.

Hence “Synchronous Communication” has been achieved in this project work.

Testing of code developed using Salesforce.com Platform can be done. These test code can cover both positive as well as negative test cases. Approximately 75 percent of the code must be covered by a test code to be able to be qualify as tested by that unit test code. These are termed as code coverage in Salesforce.com
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